
Polytechnic education 2015

Numbers of polytechnic students and degrees are rising
According to Statistics Finland's Education Statistics, nearly 130,000 students attended education
leading to a polytechnic degree and around 10,000 students education leading to a higher
polytechnic degree in 2015. The number of polytechnic degrees completed was 23,800 and that
of higher polytechnic degrees 2,400. The numbers of both students and degrees rose slightly
from the year before.

Students and completed degrees in polytechnics in 2002 to 2015

Polytechnic studies in daytime and multiform programmes
A polytechnic degree can be studied in education arranged as daytime or multiform studies from 2015
onwards. A total of 106,300 students studied in daytime programmes and 23,300 in multiform programmes.
Before this, polytechnic education was arranged for young people and as adult education.

Fifty-three per cent of the students attending education leading to a polytechnic degree and 64 per cent of
the students attending education leading to a higher polytechnic degree were women.

At 30 per cent of all students, there were most students in education leading to a polytechnic degree in the
field of technology and transport. Of them, 86 per cent were men. The second largest field was the
female-dominated field of health, welfare and sports, which 29 per cent of polytechnic students attended.
Twenty-one per cent of the students were studying in the third largest field of social sciences, business
and administration.
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The number of students was highest in education leading to a higher polytechnic degree in the field of
health, welfare and sports, 32 per cent. Altogether, 27 per cent of students were studying in the field of
social sciences, business economics and administration and 24 per cent in the field of technology and
transport.

The number of students was highest at Helsinki Metropolia University of Applied Sciences, 16,300, and
the second highest at Haaga-Helia University of Applied Sciences, 10,200. The next most students were
studying at Tampere and Turku Universities of Applied Sciences, around 9,500 in both. The smallest
polytechnic was the Police College of Finland with 460 students.

Women completed more than 60 per cent of all degrees
Of polytechnic degrees, most degrees were completed in the field of social services, health and sports, 34
per cent. Eighty-seven per cent of them were completed by women. The second most degrees were
completed in the technology and transport sector, 24 per cent. Of these degrees, four out of five were
completed by men. The number of degrees completed was third highest, 21 per cent, in the field of social
sciences, business economics and administration.Women completed 67 per cent of these degrees. Sixty-one
per cent of all polytechnic degrees were completed by women.

Completed polytechnic degrees by gender from 2007 to 2015

Most higher polytechnic degrees were completed in the field of health, welfare and sports, 37 per cent,
and secondmost in the field of social sciences, business and administration, 24 per cent. Women completed
69 per cent of all higher polytechnic degrees.

The highest number of degrees was attained at HelsinkiMetropolia University of Applied Sciences, 2,900,
and the lowest at the Police University College, 30. More detailed time series data on polytechnic students
and degrees by education and polytechnic, for example, are available in the tables in databases.
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http://pxnet2.stat.fi/PXWeb/pxweb/en/StatFin/StatFin__kou__akop/?tablelist=true
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Students in polytecnics and completed polytechnic degrees 1995 to 2015

PolytechnicYear

Completed
qualifications
and degrees,
women

Completed
qualifications
and degrees

Total number
of students,
women

Total number
of students

New
students,
women

New
students

Permanent
polytechnics

Temporary
polytechnics

1 1201 63815 89031 5575 38010 540..221995

2 5394 58021 91242 7229 79518 1539191996

3 3855 95633 09462 25814 96927 49316151997

4 1786 97144 84182 21118 21031 88721131998

6 3619 89055 488100 78318 78633 1492581999

9 15914 17862 700114 02019 15933 5623012000

11 63118 04565 123118 01318 80133 0013012001

13 07420 46267 838126 76718 91334 6913012002

13 00820 58869 245129 87520 22136 70131..2003

13 00020 82170 890131 91920 54236 48331..2004

13 42921 39771 910132 78320 85936 91131..2005

13 36121 00671 951132 56020 22136 27631..2006

13 32320 96972 607133 28420 34836 63230..2007

13 85421 81272 560132 50120 95436 99928..2008

13 45021 03973 217135 03320 93738 19728..2009

13 77421 89974 986138 85221 72939 45427..2010

14 50522 89874 936139 85721 19938 83927..2011

14 97323 91475 271139 87621 64338 30027..2012

15 26224 83374 715138 88020 97637 51127..2013

15 53025 00274 499138 71921 37638 57426..2014

16 24426 17574 695139 72721 44838 67126..2015
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